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NVCA Hunting Survey 2024
Starting in 2024 NVCA will include a hunting survey with our hunting permit.  We ask that all 
hunters on NVCA property �ll out a survey at the end of their hunting season and send it to 
lands@nvca.on.ca or drop off at our administration o�ce at 8195 8th line, Utopia Ontario.

*Every hunter that returns the �lled out survey will be entered to win a free hunting pass for
the next year.*

IMPORTANT -  Hunters must also �ll out the MNRF hunting report which is a mandatory for 
all hunters in Ontario.  Information provided in the NVCA survey is for internal use only and 
no personal information will be shared.  

Name:

NVCA Permit Number:

Email:

Phone Number:

Best way to contact 
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Male

Female

How many years have you purchased a hunting permit from NVCA?

What NVCA property did you hunt on this season?

What access point did you use?

Did you harvest any animals? 

If so, what species and how many.

If you harvested deer what was the sex?
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Adult

Fawn
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If you harvested deer what was the age?

How many days did you spend hunting on NVCA property this year?

Did you witness any other wildlife while hunting?  If yes please leave a description.

Do you have any comments or suggestions for the NVCA hunting program?
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